Archaeology

GENERAL RESOURCES

The Oxford Companion to Archaeology. 2012
Electronic resource. Connect via the Library Catalogue.

The World Encyclopedia of Archaeology. 2007.
REF CC70.W67 2007

REF CC100.E54

Encyclopedia of Historical Archaeology. 2002
Electronic resource. Connect via the Library Catalogue.

Renfrew, Colin. Archaeology Essentials: Theories, Methods and Practice. 2007
CC165.R458 2007 (5th Floor)

RSV CC165.A635 2005 (2nd Floor)

CC75.A654 (5th Floor)

CC165.G693 2002 (5th Floor)

CC165.O94 2009 (5th Floor)

REF DE59.E3 2006

Also available as an electronic resource. Connect via the Library Catalogue.
REF CC70.D37 2008

DE71.S27 2011 (5th Floor)

RSV CC165.R46 2012 (2nd Floor)

GN740.C43 2009 (5th Floor)

Heritage, Communities and Archaeology. 2009.
CC135.S585 2009 (5th Floor)

Also available as an electronic resource. Connect via the Library Catalogue.
GN799.T6 K66 (5th Floor)

CLASSICAL ARCHAEOLOGY


MPA G1046.E15 A8 1977 (1st Floor)

MPA G1046.E15 H3 1974 (1st Floor)

CC77.H5 A685 2004 (5th Floor)

CC75.C54 2001 (5th Floor)

Great Moments in Greek Archaeology. 2007.
FOL DF77.G373 2007 (1st Floor)

Snodgrass, Anthony M. Archaeology and the Emergence of Greece. 2006.
DF78.S64 2006 (5th Floor)

HT114.G38 2011 (4th Floor)

DF77.B626 2012 (5th Floor)

DF77.M47 2011 (5th Floor)
E159.5.U55 2005 (5th Floor)

Minion, Robin. Archaeology in Northern Canada.
1985.
REF E99.E7 Bibl M38 (2nd Floor)

E77.9.F33 (5th Floor)

AFRICAN ARCHAEOLOGY

GN861.P47 2005 (5th Floor)

Archaeology of Atlantic Africa and the African Diaspora. 2007.
DT473.A73 2007 (5th Floor)

MIDDLE EASTERN and BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY

DS69.6.F33 2007 (5th Floor)

Layard, Austen H. Discoveries Among the Ruins of Nineveh and Babylon: With Travels in Armenia, Kurdistan and the Desert. 2007.
DS70.L4188 1853AB (5th Floor)


BS622.N48 (5th Floor)

DS111.A2 E5813 (5th Floor)

UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY

The Oxford Handbook of Maritime Archaeology. 5th ed. 2011.
CC77.U5 O99 2011 (5th Floor)

CC77.U5 A67 2008 (5th Floor)

Beneath the Seven Seas: Adventures with the Institute of Nautical Archaeology. 2005.
CC77.U5 B45 2005 (5th Floor)

Bass, George F. Ships and Shipwrecks of the Americas: A History Based on Underwater Archaeology. 1996.
E21.5.S55 1996 (5th Floor)

FOL FC2199.R42 A38 2007 (1st Floor)

CC77.U5 X15 2006 (5th Floor)

HISTORY of ARCHAEOLOGY

CC100.H57 2008 (5th Floor)

RSV CC100.F335 2005 (2nd Floor)

CC100. T75 2006 (5th Floor)

CC100.D97 2006 (5th Floor)

Also available as an electronic resource. Connect via the Library Catalogue.
G156.5.H47 F34 2006 (5th Floor)

CC165. M32 (5th Floor)

CC100.C4713 1971 (5th Floor)

FAMOUS ARCHAEOLOGISTS


Search the Library Catalogue for works about and works by famous Archaeologists. For works by use the AUTHOR search. For works about use the KEYWORD search.

Evans, Arthur, Sir, 1851-1941
Layard, Austen H., 1817-1894
Mallowan, Agatha Christie, 1890-1976
FINDING JOURNAL ARTICLES

The following is a list of databases where you will find journal articles. These are all found by searching the Greek and Roman Subject Guide found here:

http://www.library.carleton.ca/research/subject-guides/greek-and-roman-studies#journal-articles

**L'Année Philologique.** 1924-
An index of books and articles on all aspects of classical antiquity.

**British Humanities Index.** 1962-

**Humanities Full Text.** 1984-

**JSTOR**
Provides access to the complete archives of major journals in a variety of subjects.

**Oxford Journals Online**
Provides access to all Oxford University Press journals. Coverage varies, with a wide range of disciplines represented.

VIDEOS

The following is a partial list of videos you may find useful in your archaeological research. More videos can be found in the Library Catalogue by KEYWORD + Material Type = Films/Videos

**Secrets of the Parthenon.**
D5132 (Videodisc)

**Lost Ships of Rome.**
RSV D5488

**In Search of the Trojan War.**
RSV D5280

**The Hidden City of Petra.**
RSV D5042

**Petra: City of Rock.**
Live streaming video. Connect via the Library Catalogue.

**Stones and Bones: Birth of Archaeology.**
Live streaming video. Connect via the Library Catalogue.

**Cities of the Underworld.**
D5525 (4 discs)

**Delphi: Place of Peaceful Conflict.**
Live streaming video. Connect via the Library Catalogue.

**In Search of Human Origins.**
V1690 (3 Video cassettes)

**Treasures of the Sunken City.**
V4018 (Video cassette)

WEBSITES

**American Journal of Archaeology**
www.ajaonline.org/

**Archaeological Institute of America**
[Of particular interest: Interactive Digs / Fieldwork listings. Sign up for AIA e-Updates]
www.archaeological.org AND their publication available at: www.archaeology.org

**British Archaeology**
www.britisharchaeology.org

**ArchNet ~ Virtual Library of Archaeology**
archnet.asu.edu/

**Biblical Archaeology Review**
www.biblicalarchaeology.org

**The Canadian Institute in Greece**
www.cig-icg.gr/

There are numerous official website for particular places of archaeological interest as well as museum collections, such as:

**Past Perfect: the virtual archaeology of Durham and Northumberland**
www.pastperfect.org.uk/

**The National Archaeological Museum (Greece).**
www.namuseum.gr/wellcome-en.html

**The British Museum**
www.britishmuseum.org/

**Ostia**
www.ostia-antica.org/

**Institute of Nautical Archaeology**
nautilarch.org/